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Make every day count during your child’s 
developmental years with Everyday Success! 

Building a strong learning foundation is an essential 
part of your child’s future. The Everyday Success series 
will give your child the building blocks he or she needs 
for learning in the 21st century.

Designed by experts in elementary education, Everyday 
Success promotes learning in three key areas. Thorough 
grade-specifi c instruction introduces, practices, and 
reviews concepts in:

•  Basic Skills
•  Math
•  Reading 

Take learning One Step Further! To support 
independent thinking and discovery, Everyday Success 
offers a continuation of each learning activity beyond 
the pages of the workbook. Your child can actively 
apply what he or she is learning while having fun at 
the same time! In addition, each workbook contains a 
complete answer key to support your young learner.  

•  Reading Comprehension

•  Nouns and Verbs

•  Fractions

•  Answer Key
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Support essential skills for academic achievement
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Everyday Success Second Grade

Basic Skills
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Directions: Fill in the blanks to tell all about you!

Places I have visited: 

My favorite vacation: 

One Step Further
What else could you write about yourself? 
Include your favorite activities .

Reading

All About Me!

Name 
 (First) (Last)

Address 

City  State 

Phone number 

Age 
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Everyday Success Second Grade

One Step Further
At the grocery store, look in your cart .
Put the items in ABC order .

ABC Order

ABC Order
Directions: Put the words in ABC order on the bags .

 grapes napkins 

bread rolls 

soup ice cream 

apples pizza 

milk meat 

carrots soda 

treats cups 

potatoes rice 
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Directions: Write these words in order . If two words start with the
 same letter, look at the second letter in each word .

Example: lamb Lamb is first because a comes before i
 light in the alphabet .

tree 

branch 

leaf 

dish 

dog 

bone 

rain 

umbrella 

cloud 

One Step Further
Choose three objects from your bookbag . 
Put them in ABC order .

ABC Order

ABC Order
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Everyday Success Second Grade

If the first letters of two words are the same, look at the second 
letters in both words . If the second letters are the same, look at the 
third letters .

Directions: Write 1, 2, 3, or 4 on the lines in each row to put the 
 words in ABC order . The first one has been done   
 for you .

 1 .  candy  carrot  duck  dance

 2 .  cold  hot  carry  hit

 3 .  flash  fan  fun  garden

 4 .  seat  sun  saw  sit

 5 .  row  ring  rock  run

 6 .  truck  turn  twin  talk

One Step Further
Write four words . Ask a friend to put them in 
ABC order .

ABC Order

ABC Order

1 2 4 3
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Kwan likes to make rhymes . Help Kwan think of 
rhyming words .

Directions: Write three words in ABC order that 
 rhyme with each word Kwan wrote .

 cap bet bill

dog man hat

Directions: Write a short poem using some of the rhyming words
 you wrote .

One Step Further
Choose two rhyming words from this page . 
Can you find both objects in your home?

ABC Order

ABC Order
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Everyday Success Second Grade

Compound words are formed by putting together two
smaller words .

Directions: Help the cook brew her stew . Mix words from the first 
 column with words from the second column to make
 new words . Write your new words on the lines at
 the bottom .

 grand brows

 snow light

 eye stairs

 down string

 rose book

 shoe mother

 note ball

 moon bud

 1 . 5 . 

2 . 6 . 

3 . 7 . 

4 . 8 . 

One Step Further
Choose one of the compound words from 
this page . Write a sentence using that word .

Compound
Words

Compound Words
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Directions: Read the sentences . Fill in the blank with a compound 
 word from the box .

 1 . A box with sand is a

    .

 2 . The way through a hall is a

    .

 3 . A box for lunch is a

    .

 4 . A coat for the rain is a

    .

 5 . A room with a bed is a

    .

One Step Further 
What is your favorite food to pack in
your lunchbox?

Compound
Words

Compound Words

raincoat       bedroom       lunchbox       hallway       sandbox
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Directions: Draw a line under the compound word in each 
 sentence . On the line, write the two words that make 
 up the compound word .

 1 . A firetruck came to help put out the fire .

   

2 . I will be nine years old on my next birthday .

   

3 . We built a treehouse in the back .

  

4 . Dad put a scarecrow in his garden .

  

5 . It is fun to make footprints in the snow .

   

6 . I like to read the comics in the newspaper .

   

One Step Further
Find a recent newspaper .
Read the headlines on the front page .

Compound
Words

Compound Words
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Directions: Find one word in the word box that goes with each of 
 the words below to make a compound word . Write the 
 compound words on the lines . Cross out each word 
 that you use .

Directions: Look at the words in the word box that you did not use . 
 Use those words to make your own compound words .

 1 . 

2 . 

3 . 

4 . 

5 . 

One Step Further
Which of these compound words do you use 
on a daily basis?

Compound
Words

Compound Your Effort

board

writing

class

room

book

where

thing

hopper

work

side

toe

out

bag

ball

basket

1 . coat 

2 . snow 

3 . home 

4 . waste 

5 . tip 

 6 . chalk 

 7 . note 

 8 . grass 

 9 . school 

 10 . with 




